EXAMPLE ITINERARIES

9:00 am  Start at Lewis & Clark Center  (2 Hours)
11:00 am  Kregel Windmill Museum  (1.5 Hours)
12:30 pm  Kimmel Orchard/Lunch  (1.5 Hours)

9:00 am  Start at Kimmel Orchard  (1 Hour)
10:00 am  Kregel Windmill Museum  (1.5 hours)
11:30 am  Kimmel Harding Nelson Center for the Arts  (.5 hours)
12:00 pm  Lewis & Clark Center/Lunch  (2 Hours)

*All field trips are customizable to fit your schedule*
*Lunch may be brought in or provided by Kimmel Orchard for additional cost*

PRICES

School Tour
$9.00/student
+ $5.00 Lunch provided

Adult Tour
$12.00/person
+ $5.00 Lunch provided

A 6/1 Student/Adult ratio is encouraged

Each participant will receive their own pocket journal to use as a reflection tool and write about their experience on the Observation and Discovery Tour, much like Lewis and Clark did!

BUS FUNDING:
Richard P. Kimmel and Laurine Kimmel Charitable Fundation*
Target.com
Nebraska Arts Council*
*for qualifying entities

For information on funding and setting up your tour
Contact Ben Heusinkvelt
ben@kimmelorchard.org  |  Ph: 402.873.5293
KIMMEL ORCHARD & VINEYARD

Kimmel Orchard and Vineyard is an educational foundation focused on interactive learning. For over 90 years, Kimmel Orchard has educated guests on alternative agriculture. Take a guided hayrack ride through all 98 acres and see over 20 apple varieties and seven different fruits grown. Walk through our Tree Dome Nature Trail and discover native plants and wildlife. Stop and play on the Kimmel Pollinator Playground Educational Park. Visit the historic Apple Barn and see our apple sorting line as well as our apple cider press!

LEWIS & CLARK INTERPRETIVE CENTER

The Lewis and Clark Center is located on 79 acres where you can walk in the footsteps of Lewis and Clark, over looking the Missouri River. Observe and discover plants and animals on trails through wooded bluffs and grassland prairie. Watch a 30-minute video of the epic journey of Lewis and Clark. Explore several exhibits featuring the 122 new animals and the 178 new plants that Lewis and Clark discovered. Walk aboard a full size replica of the keelboat, play a video game navigating the white pirogue upstream. Interact with displays of prairie dogs, buffalo, grizzly bears, elk fish, and birds. Explore a Native American earth lodge.

KREGEL WINDMILL MUSEUM

Established over 112 years ago, Kregel Windmill Museum is the only windmill factory museum in the USA. Follow a guided tour that details station-to-station how windmills were made. Experience interactive displays including the effect of wind direction on windmills and how a hand operated pump functions. Watch an original "ELI" windmill operate and pump water. See one of the only 13 original operable factory line shaft power systems in the USA, and learn more about how factories operated during the industrial revolution era.

KIMMEL HARDING NELSON CENTER FOR THE ARTS

Kimmel Harding Nelson Center for the Arts (KHN) supports established and emerging writers, visual artists and composers from around the world. The Center’s unique complex provides working artists an ideal environment for work, reflection and creative growth. Include a visit to KHN in your tour and experience the center's midcentury modern, prairie-style complex that exemplifies graceful living. Discover works by regional artists in the KHN gallery and in our permanent collection.